The original Giles Tactical

CAR-15 Sling

™

Installation procedure for:

AR-15-type carbines and
subguns with collapsible
buttstock and standard
diameter round handguards
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WARNING: Mishandling of firearms may cause serious injury
or death. Before practicing with your Original Giles Tactical
Sling™ make sure your weapon is unloaded and pointed in a
safe direction. When handling the firearm, make sure your index
finger remains straight along the weapon's frame and not in
contact with the trigger! Do not touch the trigger until your
sights are on the target and you are ready to fire. If the sling
interferes with the safe operation or handling of the weapon,
discontinue use. For further safety considerations, consult the
owner's manual of your weapon and seek professional assistance.
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Place webbing strap A on the right side of the
buttstock and pass it through the bottom sling
channel. Bring it around the left side making
sure it crosses over strap B (the main sling strap)
to hold it securely against the stock. Pass A back
through the top channel, then run it through
buckle C. Cinch the strap tight and pass the
excess webbing back through the buckle to
further secure it.
Place the front sling attachment assembly (the
smaller of the two) around the handguards just
behind the front sight. Pass strap E forward
under the sling swivel, then pass it back through
the swivel. Secure it in place with the hook and
loop fasteners. Now, pass strap F up through
buckle G on top of the handguards. Wrap it back
down the outside and secure it in place with the
hook and loop fasteners.
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This is how the attached sling should look. Buckle H
slides to adjust overall length of the sling. Buckle I
slides freely along the sling, allowing the sling loop to
adjust in length as you move and shift positions. Buckle
J acts as a stop, preventing buckle I from sliding too
far back. This is what allows you to release the weapon
into the vertical position across your chest.
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